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11. Mount Desert Island
12. St-John River
13. Port Royal
14. Richibucto
15. Restigouche

THE PROBLEM
A specialty of the ethnohistorical anthropologist is to apply general theoretical models devised by
modern social-and-cultural anthropology to help interpret the early documentary accounts about past nonliterate peoples. Without such models, little if any meaningfulness can be wrung from this potential
treasure-lode of ethnological raw-materials. However, the necessary interplay of anthropology and history
to attain this end is not always automatically forthcoming. On the one hand, anthropological fieldworkers
too often shun their library homework, making the dynamics of time-depth perspective far too shallow in
their ensuing analyses of remnant native peoples. On the other hand, historical researchers too often
eschew non-literate peoples as outside their interests; or else they analyze them too ethnocentrically.
When the latter is coupled with the fact that all too frequently the early documents themselves were
poorly recorded ethnocentric misunderstandings of incomplete observations, the results of such attempts
are poor indeed.

If the sophistications of native institutions and leaders are ignored or underestimated, the resulting
stereotype of aborigines as mindless passive straws in the European whirlwind is far from adequate.
Indeed, the cleverness of native leaders in exploiting the presence of Whites to attain desired native ends
has had no small causative significance in the dynamics of culture contact, and ethnohistorical
anthropology can shine much-needed light on this subject, if anything can.[N2] Alogical starting point for
such analysis, and the sole concern of this paper, is with the status and role of native leaders in a
particular sociocultural context.
Our focus is upon sociopolitical leaders called sagamores among the seventeenth-century EastNorth-East Algonkians, collectively termed the Wabanaki or Dawnlanders, of south-of-StLawrenceCanada and northern New England. Heretofore, no such model-using ethnohistorical analysis
has been applied to Wabanaki leadership during the Early Historic Period. The few anthropologists
dealing with this area and/or period have attended to other matters; the area’s historians have tended either
to avoid or to inadequately appreciate the complexities involved in the occasionally-quite-contradictory
accounts written during the period by European observers of various biases. Further, this default or
ethnocentrism on the part of scholars has allowed the unbridled romanticism of popular writers to declare
that kings — even emperors — were the rulers of the forests of Wabanakia.It is hoped, therefore, that the
present study will start a more rational approach.

THE WABANAKI
At the beginning of the Early Historic Period (starting ca. 1600), the land of the Wabanaki peoples
(the Dawnland territory here called Wabanakia) stretched north-south from Gaspe Peninsula Cape Ann,
and east-west from Cape Breton Island to or toward Lake Champlain, but the earliest meaningful accounts
tell only of the immediate coastal areas. [N3] Three ethnic and linguistic blocs are distinguishable among
the Wabanaki, from east to west: Micmac, Etchemin, and Abnaki-Pennacook.[N4] Native political
affiliations and military alliances seem to have been somewhat unstable and opportunistic. Dawnlander
sagamores clearly appear to have been rival one-up-men, ever mindful of their own personal interests and
reputations. [N5]
The Wabanaki peoples of today are known as the Micmac, Maliseet, Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, and
Abenaki, and they still occupy token vestiges of their aboriginal homelands. [N6]
In the seventeenth century, European observers describe what are here called the Micmac as
residing from Gaspe Peninsula on the north and Cape Breton Island on the east throughout easternNew
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and all of Nova Scotia.
The early seventeenth-century Etchemin, who apparently were ancestral to the modem Maliseet and
Passamaquoddy. occupied the land from the St. John River in New Brunswick to theKennebec River in
Maine. They were divided approximately at Mt. Desert Island (Maine) intoEastern Etchemin allied with
the Micmac (Alliance IB on the chart), and Western Etchemin whose Penobscot River-based leader
Bashaba seems to have been at least nominal head sagamore of what may be called the Abenaki [aka
Mawooshen] Confederacy — a polyglot alliance of bands and peoples of southern Maine (Alliance 1A on
the chart).

From the Kennebec River in Maine to the Merrimac River in New Hampshire and northeastern
Massachusetts dwelt the seventeenth-century Abnaki-Pennacook peoples, whose eventual displacement
and regrouping gave rise to today’s St. Francis [& Becancour] Abenaki and the Penobscot. No easily
distinguishable boundary between former Abnaki and Pennacook bands can now be made, so they are
grouped together here, for the seventeenth century. Some of these bands, but by no means all, were
allied with Western Etchemin in Bashaba’s Abenaki [Mawooshen]Confederacy, until its collapse ca. 1615,
and frequently were at war with Micmac and EasternEtchemin. [The four-column “chart” referred to
here is shown at the top of the AHM REPRINTS section.]

THE MODEL
While too much concern with general theoretical expectations can blind an observer to the presence
of specific actual exceptions to the “rules,” too little theoretical structuring can hinder potential progress
in analyzing descriptions of observations. Thus there still is merit to some ethnological rules-of-thumb,
even though there are occasional exceptions to them. One such rule is that the higher categories of
sociopolitical organization (e.g., Elman R. Service’s chiefdom, state, and civilization-empire) are not
theoretically expected to be found in societies with food-collecting economies, but only in those which
are food-producing. However, thePacific Northwest Coast food-collectors actually were above the lower
sociopolitical categories (e.g., Service’s band and tribe), and were organized as petty chiefdoms in their
exceptionally bountiful environment (Sanders & Marino 1970:23).[N7] Use of any general theoretical
model should be cautious in any specific case study. The model is only the beginning, not the end of
understanding, yet it is the analytical vehicle needed to rise above the purely descriptive level toward the
level of explanation.
Wabanakia is at the northeastern limits of food-production climate, and only the
southwesternWabanaki appear to have grown maize aboriginally (as a supplement to their adequate-butnot-affluent food-collecting economy). Thus there is no theoretical reason to expect that theDawnlanders
had a higher level of sociopolitical integration than Service’s tribe. However, this at first seemingly lowlevel classification should not obscure the fact that by 1600, what we can call tribal confederations
actually had developed throughout the Northeast Woodlands to an interestingly high degree. The Iroquois
League of Five Nations seems to have outstripped others in both complexity and longevity, yet it was only
a variation on the commonly-repeated confederacy theme. While both indirect and direct contact
influences of the European fur trade obviously fostered the development of these confederations from
1500 onward, a much earlier (and aboriginal)stimulus — ending ca. 1500 — must have been the alliances
and extensive trade networks of the prehistoric “Mound-Builder” cultures (Adenan, Hopewellian, and
Mississippian).[N8] Thus, both theoretically and actually, tribe-level confederations can be considered
the norm for the seventeenth-century Wabanaki. These seem to have ranged between simple and complex
extremes, apparently depending to a great deal upon the personal influence of individual leaders therein.
Lack of observers’ documentation before 1600 makes the sixteenth-century Wabanaki sociopolitical
scene a mystery, but some English accounts starting ca. 1605 tell of an extraordinary alliance, a polyglot
superconfederation that may be termed Bashaba’s Abenaki [akaMawooshen] Confederacy.

Contemporary French accounts refer to Bashaba merely as a local sagamore of the Penobscot River
and Bay area, albeit one of prominence. In this paper, Bashaba will be accepted as actual head sagamore
of a super-confederation, but he will be considered as both unique and ephemeral, and to represent the
zenith of recorded Wabanaki leadership. “Head sagamore” herein equates only as official first-amongequals, whatever more prestige it may imply.
How much of his influence came from personal charisma and how much was socially structured can
only be surmised. After Western Etchemin Bashaba was slain by marauding Micmac, ca. 1615, his superconfederation seems to have collapsed forever. European intrusion — both plague and politics —
prevented any one Wabanaki sagamore ever again from amassing as much supposed individual leadership
priority, although there are hints that later Penobscot Bay area sagamores were deferred to by other
Wabanaki, perhaps as a structural carryover from Bashaba’s days and earlier.[N9]
The clearer picture of Wabanaki sagamores’ status and role that comes to us from later seventeenthcentury documents seems at first consideration to be almost antithetical to the apparently high position
described above for Bashaba. Yet the area’s history for that century is full of the names and acts of
Wabanaki apparent-strong-men; clever leaders need only opportunities, not mandates, to gain control
over others. Influence, not authority, is the key concept necessary to understand both Bashaba’s and later
sagamores’ leadership activities, and influence can be subtle, multi-dimensional, self-reinforcing, and allpervasive, among other things. One gets the impression from the documents that Wabanaki sagamores
were just as aware of all this as we should be, and well knew how to profit by it.
Morton H. Fried’s (1960) seminal article “On the Evolution of Social Stratification and theState”
presents a taxonomy of four stages and types of social complexity: egalitarian, rank, stratified, and state
societies. These roughly equate with Service’s band, tribe, chiefdom, and state(here including civilizationempire), but for our purposes Fried much more meaningfully depicts the respective leadership statuses
and roles. Certainly no better leadership model can be found to interpret the accounts of Wabanaki
sagamores of the 1600s than that which Fried (1960:718-719) gives for the rank society. Here are
excerpts.
~The key status is that of the central collector of allotments who also tends to the
redistribution of these supplies either in the form of feasts or as emergency see and provender in
time of need….~
~In the typical ranked [sic] society there is neither exploitative economic power
nor genuine political power….This is not surprising, for die system in typical rank societies is
actually based upon a physical expansion of the kin group and the continuation of previously known
kinship rights and obligations. The kingpin of a redistributive network in an advanced hunting and
gathering society or a simple agricultural one is as much the victim of his [economic] role as its
manipulator…. This…helps to explain that “anomaly” that has so frequently puzzled students of
societies of this grade: why are their “chiefs” so often poor, perhaps poorer than any of their
neighbors?./~

~It is a further characteristic of the persons filling these high status positions in
typical rank societies that they must carry out their functions in the absence political authority. Two
kinds of authority they have: familial, in the extended sense, and sacred, as the redistributive feasts
commonly are associated with die ritual life of die community. They do not, however, have access to
the privileged use of force, and they can use only diffuse and supernatural sanctions to achieve their
ends. Indeed, the two major methods by which they operate are by setting personal examples, as of
industriousness, and by utilizing the principles of reciprocity to bolster the emergent redistributive
economy.~
~Despite strong egalitarian features in its economic and political sectors, the
developing rank society has strong status differentials which are marked by sumptuary specialization
and ceremonial function. While it is a fact that the literature abounds in references to “chiefs” who
can issue no positive commands and “ruling classes” whose members are among the paupers of the
realm, it must be stated in fairness that the central redistributive statuses are associated with fuss,
feathers, and other trappings of office.~
Fried characterizes the rank society as having fewer positions of valued status than individuals
capable of handling them. So, succession to high status may be dependent upon birth order — either
primogeniture or ultimogeniture — on the level of the family, extended family, or lineage. Sometimes
only the first son of a first son enjoys the right of succession. If election determines the accession to high
status, the candidates may come only from certain lineages which already represent selection by birth
order (Fried 1960:717).
~The effects of rules of selection based on birth can be set aside by conscious
action.Incompetence can be the basis for a decision to by-pass the customary heir, though it would
seem more usual for the nominal office to remain vested in the proper heir while a more energetic
person performed the functions of the status. A strategic murder could also accomplish the
temporary voiding of the rule, but such a solution is much too dangerous and extreme to be practical
on the level which we are considering. It is only in rather advanced cultures that the rewards
associated with such statuses are sufficient to motivate patricide and fratricide.~[N10]
Given the status-role structure in Fried’s model, it remains to find a model of motive to make it all
work, and a very succinct one is available. Study of seventeenth-century Wabanaki sagamores and their
decisions made to try to hold native culture together, while optimally exploiting European contacts for
both the collective good and selfish individual advantage (Morrison 1974), shows that they well
exemplify the “politically rational man ~ one who would rather win than lose,” a concept carefully
scrutinized by Ronald Cohen (1973:873 and 1970:496). At first glance, this may seem too tritely Western,
but it applies equally well in Wabanakia, if not even better. Making “winning”decisions was the sure way
for a sagamore to enhance his prestige and influence in his own community and in nearby bands,
although, antithetically, it could also increase the jealousies and rivalries of both factionalists at home and
neighboring sagamores.

Over and above the acts of perfidy between races — the stuff of classic Red-White “history” — the
early accounts also tell of rival sagamores’ treachery toward each other. [Nil] Validation — even approval
and admiration — for a sagamore’s sophisticated duplicity in his dealings with potential enemies (both
individual and collective) can be explained in terms of Bronislaw Malinowski’s (1926 in 1948:144ff)
concept of the “myth as charter” for the belief and act. Gluskap, die Wabanaki culture-hero, also
combined trickster attributes, and thus successfully double-dealt with his opponents in the Dawnlanders’
folklore. With such behavior practiced by one’s supernatural superior and not forbidden to mortals to
imitate, and presented with positive reinforcement in oral [p3 /p4] tradition, it is no wonder that it became
a potential modus operandi in the realpolitik of theWabanaki sagamore.
And while, in practice, a person or group defined as “enemy” might be treated both honorably and
respectfully by the Wabanaki (or innumerable other peoples known to anthropology), in theory, honor and
respect certainly were not automatically due to an enemy. By simple extension, such potential enemies as
foreigners and political opponents could easily fall outside the pale of faithfulness, too.
In combination, then, Fried’s structure model of leadership in the “rank society,” Cohen’s motive
model of the “politically rational man,” and Malinowski’s validation model of the “myth as charter”for
perfidiously dealing with “enemies,” collectively give us a theoretically logical starting point for
meaningfully analyzing the earliest written accounts of the status and role of Wabanaki sagamores.

DATA AND INTERPRETATION
Wabanaki Sagamores and Political Structure
William Wood, an Englishman most familiar with the Massachusetts Bay area Amerinds, but also
rather cognizant of the Pennacook, wrote the following caricature of a sagamore (1639:57; emphases in
original):
~ …a Sagamore with a Humberd in his eare for a pendant, a blacke hawke on his
occiput for his plume, Mawhackes for his gold chaine, good store of Wampompeague begirting his
loynes, his bow in his hand, his quiver at his back, with six naked Indian spatterdashes at his heeles
for his guard, thinks himselfe little inferiour to the great Cham, he will not sticke to say he is all one
withICing Charles. He thinks he can blow down Castles with his breath, and conquer kingdomes
with his conceit. ~
Wood’s vignette also caricatures the English, if only indirectly, because seventeenth-century
Europeans all too frequently used only their own ethnocentric political, legal, and religious concepts in
both their expectations of, and dealings with, Amerinds. Yet, there were a very few observers who
approximated a relativistic approach, in some areas of affairs at least. Jesuit missionary Pierre Biard was
one of these few, and the earliest in Wabanakia. He dwelt in the country of the Micmac and theEtchemin
during 1611-1613 and also briefly visited the Abnaki. Biard seems to have been rather adept at grasping
the native political organization and the sagamore’s place within it. Some of his insightful statements
follow (1616 in JR 3:87-91,99-101).

~[The sagamore is] the eldest son of some powerful family, and consequently also
its chief and leader. All the young people of the family are at his table and in his retinue; it is also his
duty to provide dogs for the chase, canoes for transportation, provisions and reserves for bad weather
and expeditions. The young people flatter him, hunt, and serve their apprenticeship under him, not
being allowed to have anything before they are married, for then only can they… do for
themselves.Nevertheless they continue to live under the authority of the Sagamore, and very often in
his company; as also do several others who have no relations, or those who of their own free will
place themselves under his protection and guidance, being themselves weak and without a following.
Nowall that the young men capture belongs to the Sagamore; but the married ones give him only a
part, and if these leave him, as they often do for the sake of the chase and supplies, returning
afterwards, they pay their dues and homage in skins and like gifts. From this cause there are some
quarrels…[as when]… some one begins to assert himself and to act the Sagamore, when he does not
render the tribute, when his people leave him or when others get them away from him….~
~It is principally in Summer that they pay visits and hold their State Councils; I
mean that several Sagamores come together and consult among themselves about peace and war,
treaties of friendship and treaties for the common good. It is only these Sagamores who have a voice
in the discussion and who make the speeches, unless there be some old and renowned Autmoins
[shamans],who are like their Priests, for they respect them very much and give them a hearing the
same as to the Sagamores. It happens sometimes that the same person is both Autmoin and
Sagamore, and then he is greatly dreaded Now in these assemblies, if there is some news of
importance, as that their neighbors wish to make war upon them, or that they have killed some one,
or that they must renew the alliance, etc., then messengers fly from all parts to make up the more
general assembly, that they may avail themselves of all the confederates, which they call Ricamanen,
who are generally those of the same language.Nevertheless the confederation often extends farther
than the language does, and war sometimes arises against those who have the same language. In
these assemblies so general, they resolve upon peace, truce, war, or nothing at all, as often happens
in the councils where there are several chiefs, without order and subordination, whence they
frequently depart more confused and disunited than when they came….~
~ According to the custom of the country, they can have several wives, but the
greater number of them that I have seen have only one; some of the Sagamores pretend that they
cannot do without this plurality, not because of lust (for this nation is not very unchaste) but for two
other reasons. One is, in order to retain their authority and power by having a number of children;
for in that lies the strength of the house, in the great number of allies and connections; the second
reason is their entertainment and service, which is great and laborious, since they have large families
and a great number of followers, and therefore require a number of servants and housewives….~
Elsewhere, Biard (1612b in JR 2:73; emphases added) raises the issue of voluntary obedience to
sagamores:

~[A]mong them, each man is his own master and his own protector. They
haveSagamores, that is, leaders in war; but their authority is most precarious, if, indeed, that may be
called authority to which obedience is in no wise obligatory. The Indians follow them through the
persuasion of example or of custom, or of ties of kindred and alliance; sometimes even through a
certain authority of power, no doubt. ~
Recollet missionary Chrestien LeClercq not only confirms Biard’s earlier accounts of native politics
and the voluntary obedience of the sagamore’s constituency, but explicitly states a sociopolitical change
away from the formalities of both councils and somewhat authoritative sagamores toward a more freewheeling form of political organization, among the northernmostMicmac, in the late seventeenth century.
LeClercq (1691/1910:234.235; emphases added) attributes this to a general decadence caused by
departure from ancestral traditions; i.e., cultural breakdown due to outside contact stimuli.
~One sees no more among these people those large assemblies in the form of
councils, nor that supreme authority of the heads of families, elders, and chiefs, who regulated civil
and criminal affairs, and in the last resort decided upon war and upon peace, giving such orders as
they thought absolutely essential, and enforcing the observance thereof with much submission and
fidelity. There are now only two or three Indians who, in their own districts still preserve, though
feebly, a sort of power and authority, if one can say that such is found among these peoples. The
most prominent chief is followed by several young warriors and by several hunters, who act always
as his escort, and who fall in under arms when this ruler wishes particular distinction upon some
special occasion. But, in fact, all his power and authority are based only upon the good will of those
of his nation, who execute his orders just in so far as it pleases them.~
Wabanaki society had three general social strata: I) the elite (sagamores, shamans, highest elders, and
their closest kinfolk), 2) the commoners (the entire remainder of the tribe), and 3) the captives (prisoners
of war from hostile tribes, sometimes including other Wabanaki tribes). While some upward mobility did
occur, even from the captive stratum, elite lineages were the usual source of future leaders. Inheritance of
supernatural powers usually ran in certain elite families, too. French entrepreneur Nicolas Denys wrote of
Micmac interest in elite genealogy: “On these matters they are very inquisitive, especially those
descended from the ancient chiefs; this they sometimes claim for more than twenty generations,
something which makes them more honoured by all the others” (Denys 1672/1908:410).
Perhaps the most succinct comment on the snobbishness of the elite stratum is that of Englishman
Christopher Levett. He lived at what is now Portland, Maine in 1623-24, at the invitation of the local
Wabanaki sagamore, who visited with Levett frequently, and usually in the company of other sagamores.
Levett states, “The Sagamores will scarce speake to an ordinary man, but will point to their men, and say
Sanops must speake to Sanops, and Sagamors toSagamors” (Levett 1628 in Baxter 1893:117).[N12]
[ sanops = commoners, warriors ]
Wabanaki women held a lower overall status than men, and their upward mobility was directly and
strongly effected by the statuses of their fathers and husbands.

The marriage of an elite daughter was carefully planned, [for two reasons: 1) she could become the
bridge in a political alliance, asPennacook paramount-sagamore Passaconaway’s offspring were; &/or 2)
because (at least in some cases) she could inherit important prerogatives.] Levett (1628 in Baxter
1893:104-105) tells of such a situation, wherein a woman inherited a sagamoreship from her father, but
seemingly shared the office (or the title) with her husband, who also was a sagamore elsewhere, in his
own right
~Cogawesco, the Sagamore of Casco and Quacke, told me if that I would sit
downe at either of those two places, I should be very welcome, and that he and his wife would goe
along with me in my boate to see them…. [Levett decided, sight unseen, to settle at Quacke, which
he planned to call Yorke instead.]
The next day the winde came faire.., and I sayled to Quacke or Yorke, with the King, Queene, and
Prince, bowe and arrowes, dogge and kettell in my boate, his noble attendance rowing by us in their
Cannow.
When we came to Yorke the Masters of the [English fishing] Shippes came to bid me welcome, and
asked what Savages those were, I told them, and I thanked them, they used them kindly, & gave them
meate, drinke and tobacco. The woman or reputed Queene, asked me if those men were my friends, I told
her they were; then she dranke to them, and told them, they were welcome to her Countrey, and so should
all my friends be at any time, she dranke also to her husband, and bid him welcome to her Countrey too,
for you must understand that her father was the Sagamore of this place, and left it to her at his death
having no more Childrens [[Christopher Levett was an English official trade-agent visiting Casco Bay
Maine in 1623-24, and uniquely well received by the Wabanaki leadership of the area, who adopted him
as a “cousin” — the ultimate honor among British Newcomers to Wabanakia. Alas, he soon had to return
to England, and was never able to return, and his contact cordiality was never quite equalled later on.]]

Micmac Sagamores
No clearer indication of the range of variation in leadership types among seventeenthcenturyWabanaki sagamores could be asked for than the two contrasting accounts which follow. Both of
these Micmac sagamores were roughly contemporaries, in the latter half of the 1600s, and must represent
extreme polar opposite types. The benevolent and unnamed Restigouche Micmac “chief,”described by
Recollet LeClercq (1691/1910:235236; emphases added), is here designated Type A.
~ We had among us, at the River of Saint Joseph [Restigouche], one of these old
chiefs whom our Gaspesians [northern Micmac] considered as their head and their ruler, much more
because of his family, which was very numerous, than because of his sovereign power, of which they
have shaken off the yoke, and which they are not willing any longer to recognise.
~The occupation of this chief was to assign the places for hunting, and to take the
furs of theIndians, giving them in return whatever they needed. This man made it a point of honour
to be always the worst dressed of his people, and to take care that they all were better clothed than
he.

He held it as a maxim, as he told me one day, that a ruler, and a great heart like his, ought to take
more care for others than for himself, because, good hunter as he was, he always obtained easily
everything which he needed for his own use, and that as for the rest, if he did not himself live well, he
should find his desire in the affection and the hearts of his subjects. It was as if he wished to say that his
treasures and riches were in the hearts and in the affection of his people.
~It happened that a stranger wished to dispute his right of command, or at least to
share with this ruler that government, with its imaginary grandeur, for which he had as much regard
as if it were the greatest empire of the world. This competitor arrived well provided with axes, with
guns, with blankets, with beavers, and with everything which could give him some prominence and
some entrance into the sovereignty which he claimed was properly due him by right of hereditary
succession, because his father had been formerly head and chief of the Gaspesian nation. “Very
well,” said our Indian, “show that thy heart is a true chiefs heart and worthy of absolute empire over
the people whom I rule. There,” continued he, “are some poor Indians who are wholly naked; give
them thy robes of otter and beaver. Thou seest, again, that I am the worst dressed of all, and it is
through this that I wish to appear chief —through despoiling and depriving myself of everything in
order to aid my Indians. Therefore, when following my example, thou shouldst be as poor as I. Let
us go a-hunting when the time is right, and the one of us who kills the most moose and beavers shall
be the legitimate king of all the Gaspesians.” The stranger accepted this challenge with spirit. In
imitation of our chief, he gave away everything he had, and kept back nothing except the bare
necessaries. He went hunting, but he was so unfortunate as to do it very badly, and consequently he
was obliged to abandone the enterprise which he had formed of commanding our Gaspesians, who
did not wish to recognise any other head than their old and brave chief whom they obeyed with
pleasure.The “conceited and vicious” Richibucto Micmac “chief” Denis, portrayed by French
entrepreneurNicholas Denys (1672/1908:195-196; emphases added) is here called Type Z.
~The Chief at Rechibouctou, named Denis, is a conceited and vicious Indian. All
the others of the Great Bay fear him. He has upon the border of the basin of this river a rather large
fort of stakes, with two kinds of bastions; inside is his wigwam, and the other Indians are encamped
around him.
He has had a great piece of wood placed upright to the top of a tree, with large pegs which
passthrough it in the manner of an estrapade and serve as steps for ascending to the top. There from time
to time he sends an Indian to see if he can perceive anything along the coasts. From this place one can see
far out to sea If any vessels or canoes are seen, he has his entire force brought under arms with their bows
and arrows and their muskets, places a sentinel on the approach to ask what persons they are, and then
according to his whim he makes them wait, or has them come immediately. Before entering it is required
that they make a discharge of their guns, as a salute, and sometimes two. Then the leader enters, and his
suite after him. He never goes out from his wigwam to receive those who come to visit him. He is always
there planted upon his haunches like an ape, his pipe in his mouth if he has any tobacco. He never speaks
first. He expects that he shall be paid a compliment; and sometime later he replies with the gravity of a
magistrate.

If he goes to the wigwam of some Indian, on arriving he has a musket discharged to inform the other
Indians, who come out from their wigwams, and go to meet him with their muskets. Then he lands from
his boat and sets foot upon shore, and all the Indians who are there discharge their muskets. Then they
accompany him to the wigwams, [and] when he goes inside they again fire each one a shot from his
musket. Such is the manner in which he makes them receive him, more through fear than through
friendship. They all wish for his death; he is not liked by a single one. If they are delinquent in their duty,
he beats them, but not when they are together, for in this case he could not do it with impunity. But when
he catches them alone he makes them remember their duty. If the Indians make a debauch, he is never of
their number, [but] he hides himself; for in drunkenness they are as great chiefs as he, and if he were to
say to them something which made them angry, they would murder him. At such times he is wise, and
never speaks of his greatness.It is not by choice but by necessity that the Micmac receive more attention than the otherWabanaki
peoples in this analysis. The Micmac are the only Wabanaki people about whom enough seventeenthcentury data are known to enable detailed ethnographic descriptions of any sort. Some of the early
Frenchmen among the Micmac were, indeed, protoethnographers, while early English writers, elsewhere
in Wabanakia, were not The probable reasons for this difference are outside the scope of the present work,
but the existence of the difference and its effect of forcing a Micmac orientation must be seen as
important facts of life. Bernard G, Hoffman’s (1955) lengthy HistoricalEthnography of the Micmac thus
is not only the sole modem general study of a Wabanaki people based on ethnohistorical documents, but
also is the only possible general ethnography of theWabanaki in the Early Historic Period. Detailed
succinct ethnological summaries of Micmac sociopolitical affairs abound in Hoffman’s work, and because
of their direct relevance to the present study, Hoffman will be quoted or paraphrased at some length.
However, certain necessary pruning and grafting has been done to enable the contention here that these
findings quite probably can rightly be extended to apply to other seventeenth-century Wabanaki peoples.
[N13]
Hoffman (1955:589-590,705.706) claims bilateral descent for the early Micmac. Early accounts
telling of the freedom to change from one sagamore’s following to another’s imply flexibility of both
descent rules and residence rules. According to Hoffman (1955:590):
~It is thus quite likely that the basic unit in ancient times was a residential kin
group consisting of a chief, his family, various of his married sons and their families, some of his
married daughters and their families (whose husbands found it advantageous to reside in his village),
and other relatives in the matrilineal and patrilineal line who desired his protection and benefits.
Such a unit has been termed a bilocal extended family by Murdock (1949:34-35).~
Perhaps the majority of Micmac sagamores were born into chiefly lineages. However, the ascribed
status deriving from elite and adequate kinship affiliations provided only an opportunity. A would-be
sagamore also needed the achieved status of earned public recognition for manifesting superior personal
ability: in leading men by his example; in inspiring confidence in his wisdom and physical prowess; in
proving his concern for and generosity toward others; in attaining success in hunting, warfare, and
supernatural affairs.

The greatest Micmac sagamores were themselves also shamans (spiritual leaders) and ginaps (war
leaders); less eminent sagamores merely controlled the services of these specialists (Hoffman
1955:514-517 ).
~The territory or domain of local chiefs seems to have been coextensive with the
area commonly occupied by the inhabitants of a single summer village. Within this village the local
chief was the recognized head of the “council of elders,” which consisted of the heads or
representatives of the families represented in the settlement We conclude, from the comment made
by Biard, that decisions of the council depended upon a unanimous vote on the part of the members,
and that only such decisions were regarded as giving the chiefs authority to act upon a certain matter.
We may therefore characterize Micmac political organization as being dependent upon the voluntary
association of the adult male members of the community — women, children, and young men who
had not yet killed their first moose having no part in the system. The latter were apparently required
to obey without question the decisions of the councils and of the chiefs. [Hoffman 1955: 516;
emphases added]~
Elsewhere, Hoffman (1956:190) adds that Micmac “local chiefs tended to align their people into
regional groupings or alliances; occasions are known when such groupings were dominated by chiefs with
dominant personalities, powerful families, or unusual supernatural powers.” This organizational principal
can be seen as the nub of the various “confederations” and “confederacies”mentioned earlier. It, like the
other Hoffman passages above, seems to be applicable not just to theMicmac, but to other Wabanaki
peoples of the seventeenth century.

Voluntary Obedience
The only perplexing issue about sagamoreship raised here thus far is the point about voluntary
obedience: “for they obey, as we have said, only their head men and their chiefs in so far as it pleases
them” (LeClercq 1691/1910:242). French Roman Catholic missionaries Biard (1612b inJR 2:73) and
LeClercq (1691/1910: 234-239) both agree that obedience of the wishes of one’s sagamore usually was
not required of an adult male Micmac, in their respectively early and late seventeenth-century eyewitness
accounts of the Micmac. And yet French entrepreneur NicolasDenys (1672/1908:195-196) tells of
Micmac Chief Denis of Richibucto, who ruled with an iron hand —but only through the apathetic
tolerance of his constituents, apparently. Even earlier French visitors among the Micmac, royal explorer
Samuel de Champlain and adventuring lawyer MarcLescarbot, add support to the voluntary obedience
thesis: “They have chiefs whom they obey in regard to matters of warfare but not in anything
else” (Champlain 1613/1922:413); “This Sagamos has not absolute authority among them, but… guide[s]
the people rather by example than by commandment” (Lescarbot 1618a/l907-14 3:265).
Were it not for Fried’s model of leaders in the rank society —“they must carry out their functions in
the absence of political authority”— voluntary obedience to Wabanaki sagamores would be hard to
interpret. Especially is this so in the light of an early English account based upon contact with Western
Etchemin and Abenaki.

The chronicler of Captain George Waymouth’s 1605 reconnaissance voyage to the Maine coast area
between the Penobscot and Kennebec Rivers was one James Rosier. Of the Amerinds, he states: “They
shew great reverence to their King, and are in great subjection to their Govemours: and they will shew a
great respect to any we tell them are ourCommanders” (Rosier 1605a in Burrage 1906:392). This
statement, right or wrong, is suspiciously extreme. On the return voyage to England, Rosier had on board
with him the five captive native “informants” whom Waymouth kidnapped for purposes of interrogation
and future guiding of colonial parties.[N14] Rosier undoubtedly worked closely with the captives, both
then and later, to gain answers to many questions. Rosier’s job was to write propaganda to advertise
English colonial ventures on the Maine coast. Thus it seems likely that when he learned about voluntary
obedience to sagamores, it seemed to him to be potential anarchy, which could discourage prospective
colonists. So Rosier well may have prevaricated, thus making the statement in question unique among all
the others, because it says the opposite of what they say. That seems a logical, parsimonious
interpretation.
[[James Rosier was an open propagandist, but also a Catholic religious operative, at a time when
religious matters in England were political dynamite — literally, as the old rhyme reminds us:
“Please to remember/ the Fifth of November [1605]/ Gunpowder, treason, and Plot!”, which refers
toCatholic extremists’ foiled attempt to blow-up King James’ opening ceremony at Parliament House.
Captain Waymouth’s voyage to find a site for an English colony in Maine had received partial
funding from Catholic noblemen who were considering founding a Catholic haven in NorthAmerica,
although major support was by Protestant English nobles. The five captive Wabanaki were held by two of
the latter: Sir John Popham and Sir Ferdinando Gorges, who soon followed through with the Popham
Sagadahoc Colony of 1607. But, not surprisingly, the Catholic colony plans failed along with the
Gunpowder Plot, and also with whatever Rosier might have had in mind.]]
Analysis of another text seems indirectly to explain both the working of voluntary obedience
andEuropeans’ amazement thereat. English fur-buyer Christopher Levett, who resided among theAbnakiPennacook at what is now Portland (Maine) in 1623-24, wrote the following (1628 in Baxter1893:117):
“Their Sagamors are no Kings, as I verilie beleeve, for I can see no Government or Law amongst
them but Club Law: and they call all Masters of Shippes Sagamore, or any other man, that they see have a
commaund of men.”
If we really ponder the old adage that “with authority goes responsibility,” and, in the quotation
above, read have a responsibility for men in place of “have a commaund of men,” we can get at the very
nub of power-less leadership, and how it can work. Undoubtedly Europeans, like Levett, were
conditioned to look at die authority side of the coin, and the Wabanaki (theoretically, at least) were
conditioned to look at the responsibility side.
A relatively fluid and voluntary association of men delegated to a sagamore whom they respected the
responsibility for their welfare.

As long as the responsibility side of the coin stayed uppermost, all was well. If the skillful leader
spoke only “responsibility” (regardless of what he thought to himself), and his followers heard only
“responsibility” then the leader kept his followers, and the followers voluntarily did the bidding of their
leader. The political”rules of the game” (Bailey 1969)were being played by both parties. But if the
authority side of the coin showed its face, the followers felt cheated, and the “game” could easily fall
apart between leader and led.
The skill required for the model sagamore’s responsibility-leadership (unsupported by sovereign
authority) obviously was immense, and stress-wise probably was very costly. Supportive props were
sought by many incumbents, e.g., supernatural power: “It happens sometimes that the same person is both
Autmoin [shaman] and Sagamore, and then he is greatly dreaded” (Biard 1616 in JR 3:91).Richibucto
chief Denis’ prop was bullying, and enough of his followers apparently were so unusually apathetic that
he could get away with It. Yet to Europeans, Chief Denis (our Type Z leader) was much more
understandable than LeClercq’s unnamed benevolent sagamore of Restigouche (our TypeA leader),
because of the prevailing European leadership patterns. The need to emphasize chiefly eliteness was
differentially felt, and some sagamores resorted to putting on airs, such as not desiring to speak to
commoners, or by wearing fancier costumes than commoners. There seems to have been much leeway for
the personality of the individual sagamore to express itself. Undoubtedly, too, certain families and certain
localities and regions developed idiosyncratic traditions, either in the expression of the status or in the
fulfillment of the role. And, certainly, over both time and space, some differences gradually would appear.
Paying deference to the sagamore (or to his office) was standard procedure, at least by his retinue of
young men and by the women. For example, at feasts, sagamores were specially seated and served. Great
pride and prestige were derived from genealogical connections with the great sagamores and shamans of
the past. Recitals of such kinship ties were a regular part of feasting activities, and probably of folkloretelling as well. Thus past and present were kept continuous, and the authority of tradition reinforced the
tradition of “authority” and “responsibility,” to the great supportive benefit of the current leaders. After
firearms became commonplace, gunshot salutes were usually offered wherever a sagamore visited. The
European explorers and traders inevitably enhanced the chiefly image and deference-doing by giving
presents of fancier than average sort (e.g.,a dress coat, or a formal hat) to the sagamores alone.
Sagamores from ancient times had at least councils of elders, if not deputy leaders, and probably
both. Senior males in a democratic milieu easily become a public forum and a backdrop for any other,
delegated, form of leadership. The role of the council will be mentioned later, specifically in connection
with organization for hunting and warfare.
The sagamore’s retinue of young men, described by Biard (1616 in JR 3:87-89) and
LeClercq(1691/1910:234-235) and quoted earlier, acted as their leader’s military escort. In return for their
services, the sagamore supplied and equipped his retinue and —according to Hoffman(1955:273-274) —
“provided for the families of their fathers if necessary, and, more importantly, freed them for the
opportunity of gaining honors in warfare.” Wood spoke of a six-man guard for his caricature sagamore.
Biard’s “great sagamore Meteourmite” of the Sheepscot River (near the Sagadahoc Estuary) greeted his
guests with a guard of “about forty” (1612a in JR 2:41):

~When we arrived. Monsieur de Biancourt armed himself, and thus arrayed
proceeded to pay a visit to Meteourmite. He found him in the royal apparel of savage majesty, alone
in a wigwam that was well matted above and below, and about forty powerful young men stationed
around it like a body-guard, each one with his shield, his bow and arrows upon the ground in front of
him. These people are by no means simpletons, and you may believe us when we say so.~
Unfortunately, Biard does not describe “the royal apparel of savage majesty” worn byMeteourmite,
but Wood’s bedecked caricature sagamore is contrasted with his “naked” companions.So, too, is the
presumed “Captaine” in this 1593 description of the Cape Breton Island Micmac encountered by the
English vessel Marigold: “One of the Savages, which seemed to bee their Captaine, ware a long mantle
of beastes skinnes on one of his shoulders. The rest were all naked except their privities, which were
covered with a skinne tyed behinde” (Fisher 1593 in Hakluyt 1903-058:159),

The Sagamore’s Leadership Roles
As sagamore per se, a Wabanaki leader’s peacetime political duties were both commonplace and
ceremonial, as has been stated or implied earlier. Oratory and statesmanship were necessary talents of a
sagamore, both at home and when away visiting. Maintaining “a grave and dignified demeanor”was ever
the expected chiefly conduct.
Organization for subsistence activities appears to have been a joint responsibility of sagamore and
council of elders. Decisions regarding seasonal movements of the group and assignments of hunting
territory were made carefully. LeClercq (1691/1910:2371 clearly states that the Gaspesian Micmac did
not allow voluntary obedience in these economic affairs, at least in the latter half of the1600s:
~It is the right of the head of the nation, according to the customs of the country,
which serve as laws and regulations to the Gaspesians, to distribute the places of hunting to each
individual. It is not permitted to any Indian to overstep the bounds and limits of the region which
shall have been assigned him in the assemblies of the elders. These are held in autumn and spring
expressly to make this assignments.
In return for equipping hunting parties, even LeClercq’s benevolent Restigouche chief (our TypeA
leader description) took their furs. This may have been totally a response to European fur trade contact
stimuli, but it clearly places the sagamore in the category of redistribution agent. Biard(1616 in JR
3:87-89), early in the century, spoke of payment to the sagamore of “dues and homage in skins.” The
implication by both writers is that this was a system of mandatory, not voluntary, tribute and
redistribution. Yet LeClercq’s benevolent chief did not himself “produce” food. Instead, he was a
superlative hunter, and this probably would have been attributed to his having shamanistic powers over
the game — powers which his rival lacked.
In military affairs, the sagamore had a complex home front role at least, separate from any additional
battlefront role that he might or might not have. Warfare was not entered into lightly, although after it was
initiated, raiding parties could be launched impetuously.

The role of the council of elders in deciding upon whether or not to initiate a war seems to have been
more important than the role of the sagamore. Thereafter, too, the Micmac council continued to advise
and consent, according to LeClercq (1691/1910:269,237).
~War, however, is never declared except by advise of the old men, who alone
decide, in the last resort, the affairs of the country. They prescribe the order which must be followed
in the execution of their military undertakings; they fix the day of departure: and they assemble the
young warriors to the war feast.
The young people must strictly obey the orders of the chiefs. When it is a question of going to war,
they must allow themselves to be led, and must attack and fight the nation which they wish to destroy, in
the manner which has been planned by the head of their council of war.~
Upon approval (if such was forthcoming) from the council, of a declaration of war, the became
sagamore an active party indeed. Lawyer Lescarbot (1618a/1907.14 3:264) describes this early stage
activity as he saw it in 1607.
~When therefore they wish to make war, the Sagamos most in credit among them
sends the news of the cause and the rendezvous, and the time of the muster. On their arrival he
makes them long orations on the subject which has come up, and to encourage them. At each
proposal he asks their advice, and if they consent they all make an exclamation, saying Hau. in a
long-drawn-out voice: if not, some Sagamos will begin to speak, and give his opinion, and both are
heard with attention. Their wars are carried on solely by surprises, in the dead of night, or if by
moonlight, by ambushes, or subtility….Another visitor to the land of the Micmac, surgeon Sieur de Diereville(1708/1933:156-157), updates
Lescarbot’s account to ca, 1700:
~The Sagamores who take offense / At some outrage, or hostile acts / Committed
byNew England on their Land, / Summon their Followers for war. / The better to arouse them, an
Harangue / Is given, and Indian Rhetoric / Makes use of all its finest turns; / It’s bold, and it’s
pathetic too…
These Sagamores inspire this noble resolve in those they govern; for each one has his own district, &
his People raise the Hatchet, and ask the others if they do not wish, like themselves, to take it in
hand.And, writing in 1758, about events supposedly “not long ago,” but maybe in 1646, secular priest
Antoine Maillard describes the role of the oldest sagamore present at the Micmac ceremony as leading a
ritual sacrifice to the sun at the War Feast, after a lengthy speech of exhortation (Maillard 1758:19-30).

Returning with his victorious forces, from the war, the Micmac sagamore led the ceremonies,
according to LeClercq: “Then they make feasts for the dead, at which the chief sets forth in his speech the
fine actions of those who have distinguished themselves and who have been killed in the
combat” (LeClercq 1691/1910: 270-2711. In New England,Wood (1639:72) relates (and other sources
agree) that the victorious chief brought home grisly souvenirs from the war.
-These use no other weapons in warre than bowes, and arrowes, saving that theirCaptaines
have long speares, on which if they returne conquerours they carrie the heads of their chiefe enemies
that they slay in the wars: it being the custome to cut off their heads, hands, and feete, to beare home
to their wives and children, as true tokens of their renowned victorie-

The Sagamore as Ginap (War-Leader)
In the actual fighting itself, the sagamore may or may not have played a major role, depending upon
whether or not he was a ginap as well as a sagamore. A ginap was a war-leader endowed with
supernatural military powers. A sagamore usually was a ginap, but a ginap was not necessarily either a
sagamore or even a shaman. The distinction does not seem to be that between “peace chiefs” and”war
chiefs,” as known in some Amerind cultures.
With consideration of the ginap, we really move out of ethnohistory and into the realm of folkhistory, as these terms are distinguished by Charles Hudson (1966). Hudson considers ethnohistory to be
the outside, more nearly objectively analytic,”etic” approach to a society’s past. He considers folk-history
to be the inside, more usually subjectively traditional, “emic” approach. Both approaches need to be
considered in any well-rounded study. Especially is this so in the case of the ginap, which is such an
extremely important concept in both Micmac and Maliseet folklore and oral tradition. The sociocultural
attitudes pertaining to the gimp in the past must have influenced the conduct of military affairs at the most
realistic and pragmatic level. [N15]
Malinowski’s validation model of the “myth as charter” for the belief is the simplest explanation for
this phenomenon of a self-fulfilling prophecy. Whether or not a ginap (or a non-military shaman, too)
“really” had great supernatural power mattered not one whit. Provided that enough of his opponents and
followers attributed him as having it and responded accordingly, they would all respect his legendary
shadow whatever his actual substance might be. Like Napoleon, a gimp (or a shaman, too) could become
legendary in his own time, and conquer over great odds solely because of his reputation’s effect. [[ — i.e,
“Reputation for power is power.” ]]
William H. Mechling’s (1958-59:141-142) description of the ginap is perhaps the best available.
~They were really not chiefs at all, for they were not political officials. A gimp
was a man who had, through previous bravery and skill in war, made a reputation for himself, and
who, therefore, was able to obtain a following in war time…. Even though a gimp may not be a
medeulin [shaman], he is supposed nevertheless to have supernatural power, but only along
particular lines.

For example,… [he might] perform feats of strength which would be impossible to ordinary
individuals. How much supernatural power he is supposed to have is well shown by the fact that a
war party, no matter how numerous, is entirely helpless before a much less numerous enemy if it
loses its gimp or gimps…. A gimp was neither elected nor did he inherit the office from his father,
but obtained it entirely through his own abilities in warfare.There was no fixed number at any village
or for the tribe as a whole, nor had they any set political powers. The chief was usually, but not
always, a gimp.-

The Sagamore as Shaman
“Every Sagamore hath one of them [shamans] belongs to his company, and they are altogether
directed by them.“ [Levett 1628 in Baxter 1893:116]
“Every Sagamos has his Aoutmoin [shaman] or is one himself….“ [Lescarbot 1618al907-14:3:lll]
“It happens sometimes that the same person is both Aurmoin and Sagamore, and then he is greatly
dreaded.“ [ Biard 1616 in JR 3:911 ]
“It seems not to have been observed that among our northern tribes the greater chiefs had more
repute as magicians than as warriors. Ordinary males could fight; but only the man with magic could
contend with the unseen powers and work out destiny.” [ Eckstorm 1945: 99 ]
In the animistic religion of the Wabanaki, not only was interaction with everyday spirits necessary,
but also with a host of supernatural beings. As a possessor and manipulator of supernatural power, the
Micmac shaman is called Buowin (with various spellings), and was known to the French as an Aoutmoin
(with various spellings). The equivalent term for a shaman among the Maliseet, Passamaquoddy, and
Penobscot was (and is) Medeulin (with various spellings). And, the earlyEnglish accounts of Abnaki and
Pennacook shamans refer to them as Pow-wows (with various spellings). Europeans also frequently called
shamans “wizards,” “witches,” “sorcerers,”“necromancers,” “conjurors,” “jugglers,” and various other
things — usually insisting that they were in league with Satan. Modem Americans frequently call them
“medicine-men.”
As with the ginap, the office of shaman could be entirely separate from that of sagamore, Yet
probably no better supportive prop existed for a sagamore than to augment his secular powers with
spiritual powers. A successful shaman was publicly reputed to be a curer, diviner, hunting-game-caller,
and spirit-communicator, and was in fact a people-manipulator par excellence. While a sagamore usually
could not force his will upon his sanops, a shaman frequently could frighten others into doing his bidding
(if all else failed). All indications are that the European fur trade and other contacts increasingly changed
group-oriented traditional norms among the Wabanaki toward more individualistic and selfish lifeways. If
shamans per se sought tangible goods as the main end of their lucrative practice, sagamore-shamans
sought increasing power over their constituents. Perhaps this attempt was not always consciously willful,
but the potential results were too easily adaptive to go totally unheeded. There appears to be nothing in
the ethnohistorical record to indicate that Wabanaki sagamores ever were or could have been completely
selfless and lacking in ego-gratifying ambitions— even the benevolent Type A leader.

Thus, supernatural enhancement of political power was a respectable and institutionalized means
usable by any sagamore to attain career advancement. More directly, however, the sagamore-shaman
profited from the double visibility effect of leading public religious ceremonies as well as political ones.
With such concentration of leadership in a single able individual, it is an easy next step to his
becoming the unchallenged guardian of the public welfare, whose very advice becomes the moral code of
his constituency.
Penobscot oral tradition indicates a truly ancient connection between religious and political
leadership, with the former siring the latter. In his book of folk-history. The Life and Traditions of the Red
Man, Penobscot elder Joseph Nicolar (1893) does not once mention any other type of leadership than
“spiritual leaders,” and councils of old men (sometimes only the oldest seven, other times all the elders).
“Spiritual power,” supposedly to be used only for the general good through priestly ministrations, but
capable of being misused selfishly and for evil purposes, was the sine qua non of public administration,
Nicolar implies (1893:passim).
Because a sagamore-shaman was unlikely to be the only member of his band or tribe to have spiritual
power, the presence of another shaman or shamans easily could modify the political influence of the
sagamore. Potential competition and conflict between rival sagamores and shamans(each with his faction
of commoners) was the result, for better or for worse: autocrats might be controlled, but good leaders
might be toppled, thereby.

The Sagamore as Opportunist
By the end of the seventeenth century, French and English contacts had taught Wabanaki sagamores both
to master the art of opportunistic exploitation of intruding Europeans and fellowWabanaki alike, and to
expect such usage in return. However, interpersonal competition between sagamores for economic,
military, religious, and political advantages over rivals is documented from the earliest European
accounts. While undoubtedly this rivalry progressed geometrically from initialEuropean contacts onward,
it must have had a base in truly aboriginal, pre-contact, Wabanaki culture. How Western Etchemin
Bashaba came to be head sagamore of the Abenaki Confederacy we may never know, but the meteoric
rise of Micmac Membertou to be called “Grand Chief’ of Acadia by the French was purely opportunistic
— indeed, it is the first of many well-documented cases ofWabanaki one-up-manship.
In 1605, when the French decided to make Port Royal (in western Nova Scotia) their major base
inAcadia, they gave a sudden once-in-a-lifetime advantage to Membertou, the Micmac sagamore in that
relatively backwater area. Both Champlain and Lescarbot knew him personally; the former wrote about
him in passing, but the latter described him at some length, as a triple-threat: sagamore, shaman, and
ginap. Neither Frenchman was blind to Membertou’s advantageous use of his French connections.
“We had found him a good Indian all the time we were there, although he had the reputation of being
the worst and most treacherous man of his tribe.” [Champlain 1613/1922:384]

“He has been a very great and cruel warrior in his youth and during his life. Therefore rumour runs
that he has many enemies, and is well content to keep close to the French, in order to live in
safety.” [Lescarbot 1618a/1907-14 2:354-355: emphases added]
Membertou borrowed French firearms in summer of 1607, the first such utilization recorded to wage
an offensive campaign of revenge at the mouth of the Saco River (in southwestern Maine)against some of
Bashaba’s allies. They had killed a visiting Micmac, apparently after the latter boasted too much about his
French friends and trade-goods. Lescarbot (1618b) wrote an epic poem relating this adventure.[N16] But
despite his military success, Membertou thereafter seems to have retired as ginap, probably owing to old
age.
In 1610, when the French pitched a religious missionary campaign at the Wabanaki to enhance home
front support for the Acadia colony, Membertou abandoned his profitable practice as a shaman and
presented himself and 20 of his kinfolk for conversion to French Catholicism. The ill-prepared secular
priest gave them far too little religious instruction, but triumphantly welcomed Membertou as the first
native leader in North America to become converted — a distinction highly prized by the wise old
sagamore. The group was baptized 24 June 1610.
When Jesuits arrived at Port Royal in May 1611 to missionize the natives properly, they were
appalled at the neophytes’ lack of preparation for salvation, and immediately set about rectifying the
situation. Soon Jesuit Biard wrote such glowing reports about Membertou that one can only conclude that
each was greatly adept at opportunistically profiting by the partnership with the other.
Suddenly Membertou sickened with an obviously final illness, and announced that he wished to be
buried with his ancestors in a pagan grave. The full truth of what transpired then of course cannot be
filtered through Biard’s accounts,[N17} but Membertou (or Henri.as he had been baptized) soon was laid
to rest in ground made sacred by French religion, not Micmac, in September 1611.
In his Relation of 1616, Biard states that “Membertou … was the greatest Sagamore, the most
followed, and the most feared, that they [the Micmac] had had for several centuries” (Biard 1616 in JR
4:103), and ‘The Savages have no recollection of ever having had a greater or more powerful
Sagamore” (Biard 1616 in JR 3:205).
So Membertou became remembered, through the teachings of the French missionaries, as the “Great
Captain” and the “Grand Chief.” The latter term became adopted, in more recent centuries, by the
Micmac themselves, who established a nominal “Grand Chief oft he Micmac Nation,” However,
anthropologist Wilson D, Wallis (Wallis & Wallis 1955:176)states: “This office may be no older than the
Wabanaki Confederacy (eighteenth century),”and most authorities consider that that alliance (Alliance 2
on the chart) was of French origin, too. Henri Membertou was, indeed, Cohen’s “politically rational man
— one who would rather win than lose,” and it would seem that his heroic memory has been exploited by
other politically rational men ever since,

Sagamores’ Role-Model
It seems fitting to end this description of the status and role of the Wabanaki sagamore as it began,
with a word-portrait, but not this time a facetious caricature. As Wabanaki commoners looked to their
sagamores, so Wabanaki sagamores must have looked to the Wabanaki culture-hero Gluskap. for their
role-model.Folklorist Charles Godfrey Leland depicts Gluskap as a superman-and-trickster indeed
(1884:117):
-Then Glooskap, who was much pleased with all this, for he loved a brave man, came among
them looking terribly ferocious; in all the land there was not one who seemed half so horrible. For he
appeared ten feet high, with a hundred red and black feathers in his scalplock, his face painted like
fresh blood with green rings round his eyes, a large clam-shell hanging from each ear, a spread eagle,
very awful to behold, flapping its wings from the back of his neck, so that as he strode into the
village all hearts quaked. Being but simple Indians, they accounted that this must be, if not Lox
theGreat Wolverine, at least Mitchehant, the devil himself in person, turned Wabanaki; and they
admired him greatly, and the squaws said they had never seen aught so lovely.~

CONCLUSION
When trying to interpret the ethnohistoric data pertaining to seventeenth-centuryWabanaki
sagamoreship, much more sense can be made with the use of a suitable model as a frame of reference than
without one.
This paper has suggested as suitable an eclectic, three-part, super-model, and has used it for the data
analysis: Fried’s structure model of leadership in the “rank society”;Cohen’s motive model of the
“politically rational man”; and Malinowski’s validation model of the “myth as charter” for double-dealing
with “enemies.” The three parts in combination seem to yield relatively meaningful (if only tentative)
results. As it is merely a pioneering effort in the study of Early Historic Wabanaki leadership, little more
should be expected from this attempt. If others can go further, or deeper, hopefully they will.
In sum, the ethnohistoricat anthropologist is in a much more advantageous position to see further into
the dynamics of the Native-world-that-was than is the classic historian, because he can stand upon the
shoulders of his elder brothers, the theorists of sociocultural anthropology.

NOTES
1. Grateful acknowledgment is offered here for the summary work of Bernard G. Hoffman (1955)
on Micmac sociopolitical leadership done as part of his lengthy doctoral dissertation The
HistoricalEthnography of the Micmac of the 16th & 17th Centuries. Hoffman’s work is the baseline
from which this paper starts, as did also the author’s own dissertation (Morrison 1974)
DawnlandDecisions: 17th-Century Wabanaki Leaders and Their Responses to the Differential Contact
Stimuli in the Overlap Area of New France and New England [[ Post-publication comments and
major corrections are added herein in double-brackets. This REPRINT #3 and REPRINT # 4 together
reproduce the basics of my PhD Dissertation: Morrison (1974) Dawnland Decisions…. ]]
2. An excellent example of ethnohistorical anthropology scoring a point where classical history has
not, can be found in the recent article “The First of the Mohegans” (Burton & Lowenthal 1974). It
systematically elucidates the opportunistic behavior of Uncas, Chief Sachem of the Mohegans, during
and immediately after the Pequot War of 1637, in southern New England. This is yet another blow
struck against those ethnocentrisms that in recent centuries have so belittled the savoir-faire
of”primitive” peoples, in scientific affairs (e.g., Stonehenge) and politics alike.
3. See the accompanying map. [[Some Maps & Charts specific to this paper appear with it, but other
general Maps* & Charts* originally used in several papers appear at the beginning of the Reprints
&Preprints section of this website.)}
4. See the accompanying chart*, left-hand column. The difficulties inherent in trying to
meaningfully identify who’s who, where, and when are considered for Eastern Algonkians in general
by Brasser(1968) and for the Wabanaki by Morrison (1973; 1974; 1975).
[[See also Bruce J. Bourque (1989), “Ethnicity on the Maritime Peninsula
1600-1759”,Ethnohistory 36:3: 257-284.]]
5. See Morrison (1974; 1975) for several Wabanaki examples.
1. See the accompanying chart*, right-hand column.
2. Elman R. Service (1962; 1963) at first used band, tribe, chiefdom, state, and civilization-empire
as both evolutionary stages of sociopolitical development and contemporary types of sociopolitical
organization. Sanders and Marino (1970) use Service’s terms as evolutionary stages of New World
culture-history to A.D. 1500, but combine the fourth and fifth stages under the one term state.
Service (1968:166-167) later altered his thinking somewhat. While retaining band, tribe,
chiefdom, state, and civilization-empire as contemporary types, he felt that as evolutionary stages it
would be better to think in terms of egalitarian society, hierarchical society, and civilizationempire.In doing so. Service follows the theoretical lead of Morton H. Fried (1967). Fried (1975)
recently has described the tribe as solely a reactive creation of imperial influences, either modem or

ancient,Western or Non-Western.
3. Reading even a simple account about the “Mound Builders,” such as Claiborne’s (1973) chapter
thereon, impresses one with the very great extent of either pacified or otherwise-nonhostile territory
and/or connections required to allow the trading networks to function. Alliances, or at least contact
contracts, between peoples both near and far simply had to have been the basis of such
interactions.Tribal confederations easily could arise from alliances, out on the margins of the
chiefdoms which must have run the centers of the Mound complexes. Whether or not one agrees with
Fried’s (1975)theory of tribal causation, it seems obvious that Meso-American civilization was the
fans et origo of the Mound-Builder cultures.

4. What is being implied here is that there seems to have been a traditional Western Etchemin
leadership over other Wabanaki peoples of the Maine coast.
5. Christopher Levett, an English colonial official and entrepreneur, established a trading post at
what is now Portland (Maine) on Casco Bay in 1623-24. He had extraordinarily cordial relationships
with the area’s Abnaki-Pennacook sagamores and their visitors from farther away, and even was
adopted as Active cousin by several sagamores at once. Levett (1628 in Baxter 1893:100,111)
mentions “the great Sagamore of the East country, whom the rest doe acknowledge to be chiefe
amongst them.” (Apparently he was named Sadamoyt, but Levett’s punctuation in the latter reference
makes it not quite certain that Sadamoyt and the great sagamore are one and the same person.)

6. In the last quarter of the seventeenth century. Western Etchemin sagamore Madockawan do of
thePenobscot Bay area seems to overshadow other Maine coast Wabanaki leaders in relative
importance. His daughter married the French nobleman Baron de St- Castin, who became a de facto
sagamore of great influence among the Wabanaki, working out of his Penobscot Bay headquarters.
[[Madockando also took over a leadership position on the St-John River, before his death in 1698.]]
7. Ethnohistorian Fannie Hardy Eckstorm (1945:79-83) believed that ca.1725, after the disruptions
by the English during the “Abenaki War”, the first new leaders — Neptune by family name — of
thatWabanaki heterogeneous people now called Penobscot came from that Wabanaki people now
called Ω. The Penobscot were relocated Abenaki-Pennacook; the Passamaquoddy were regrouped
Etchemin.
8. Further research may reveal that strife between rivals who were kinsmen, while not necessarily
common, did indeed occasionally occur among the Wabanaki. Hints of this having happened need
checking out carefully.
9. Micmac sagamore Membertou’s conduct (both in words and deeds) pertaining to his 1607 raid of
revenge against the 1606 murderers of his son-in-law is a good case in point. So is the confusing
apparent conduct of Abenaki sagamore Sasanou in the events during and/or after Membertou’s
raid.See Morrison (1975) and Goetz (1975) for details.

10. A sanop was an adult male commoner; sometimes, also, the term refers to one such who is
married, as, indeed, the “average man” usually is, in any society.
11. To date, survey of non-Micmac accounts has produced nothing to contradict Hoffman’s Micmac
statements. Admittedly, this apparent similarity depends not upon documentation as much as upon
lack of documentation. This is what ethnohistorian Harold Hickerson (1970:51) calls “that most
tenuous and difficult of all historiographic techniques, appraisal of negative evidence, which
amounts to concluding something did not exist because it was not mentioned.” In the present case, the
something which does not seem to have existed was non-Micmac Wabanaki difference from
theMicmac leadership pattern summarized by Hoffman.
1. Rosier (1605b in Purchas 1905-07 18:358-359) presents a list of words recorded from
interviewing the five 1605 Waymouth captives. “This earliest known list of Maine Indian words”,says
Dr. Frank T. Siebert, “… is good Abnaki, with a few exceptions” (Eckstorm 1941:250). All five
Waymouth captives were Abnaki-Pennacook, “except possibly one, who was perhaps an adopted
prisoner” according to Siebert (personal communication).
Given that Bashaba was a Western Etchemin, not an Abnaki, what Rosier (1605b in Purchas
1905-07 18:359) says about the five captives is at odds with Siebert’s statement: “The Names of
ourVirginians [Maine was part of generic Virginia, meaning English North America]: Bdahanedo,
Brother to the Bashabes, Amooret, his Brother, Satacomoah, Maneduck, Scikaworrowse.”

1. Penobscot elder Joseph Nicolar (1893), in his valuable book of folk-history, The Life
andTraditions of the Red Man, also describes ginaps in action, but calls them only “spiritual
leaders”engaged militarily. All accounts of ginaps imply that all northeastern peoples had such heroes.
2. See Morrison (1975) and Goetz (1975) for details.
3. Biard’s accounts of Membertou’s illness and death all appear in the Jesuit Relations….:
Vol.1:167,215; Vol. 2:19-25,97-99,225; Vol. 3:201-205.
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